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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are the functions of the HP Moonshot 1500 chassis Management module? (Select Two)
A. allows management of the health of the chassis, and servers within the chassis.
B. Provide a secure shell interface for configuration of the chassis and server settings.
C. allows management of the health of the chassis only, while the servers are managed
independently by HP OneView.
D. Allows Management of the chassis only, while server health is managed through their ILO
modules.
E. provides access to the chassis configuration only, while server settings are accessed via their
own ILO modules.
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A truck company offers buyers the option to customize the cabin and body of a truck. The main
order process handles cabin and body requests in parallel using different services. Which
option illustrates the pattern to model these requirements?
A. Inclusive decision and join pattern with different data flowing through the paths.
B. Split pattern with different data flowing through the paths.
C. Inclusive decision with the same data flowing through the paths.
D. Split and join pattern with different data flowing through the paths.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
LM acquired 15% of the equity share capital of ST on 1 January 20X6 for $18 million. LM
acquired a further 50% of the equity share capital of ST for $50 million on 1 January 20X7 when
the fair value of ST's net assets was $82 million. The original 15% investment in ST had a fair
value of $20 million at 1 January 20X7. The non controlling interest in ST was measured at its
fair value of $30 million at the date control in ST was acquired.
Calculate the goodwill arising on the acquisition of ST that LM included in its consolidated
financial statements at 31 December 20X7.
Give your answer to the nearest $ million.
$ ? million
Answer:
Explanation:
18, 18000000
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